
In this issue we want to 

take you on our journey 

to discover how we   

became established as 

one of the most         

sophisticated and      

developed state of the 

art firms within the 

cleaning and restoration 

industry. 

Our previous news letters are 

available on request dealing 

with how to avoid cowboy 

tradesmen. How to avoid 

splash and dash carpet and 

upholstery cleaners. 

Bryden Enterprises works 

with our clients to obtain the 

best price from their insur-

ance companies. To ensure 

that the sentimental items 

damaged by fire or water are 

not cast aside but treated 

with love, compassion and 

care. In fact when we get the 

contract to dry and restore a 

building we clean and dry 

the contents free of charge. 

Often the personal pictures 

and artifacts like photos of 

loved ones or personal letters 

have been dealt with by our 

staff restored and reframed 

free of charge.  

Trusted in the restoration 

industry we have dealt with 

grade one listed buildings for 

clients, cleaned hand painted 

wallpaper and restored the 

delicate iron window frames 

of historical buildings.  
 

When it comes to saving properties we will get there faster than 

anyone else in many cases the water is removed while it is still 

running and so fast that major loss is averted. 

Damage management is our 

key to success. Just like any 

emergency service the key to 

success comes with constant 

training and the ability to  

respond straight away . This 

saves insurance companies 

millions of pounds caused by 

delays due to secondary    

damage through hygroscopic    

absorption. Delay is           

responsible for the greatest 

loss when it comes to restora-

tion. We take care of every-

thing from putting on the new 

roof to supplying the  carpets 

and underlay once our crafts-

men have completed the re-

build.   

What's more while this is  

happening we take care of 

cleaning ,drying and          

assessment of domestic     

contents free of charge on 

every secured contract. 

Structural drying and 

rebuilding of water and 

fire damaged property. 

1 

Restoration of water and 

fire damaged contents. 

2 

Stone including marble 

and granite polishing 

3 

Leather restoration 4 

Kitchen extraction 

cleaning, inspection 

certification  

5 

Grit blast cleaning   

including soda blasting 

6 

Specialist textile and rug 

cleaning including   

carpets and upholstery  

7 

Inside this issue: 

What's on offer 

 Cleaning equipment hire 

department 

 Cleaning machine sales 

and products 

 Products and solutions 

 Advice and guidance 
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                      What have we achieved? 

                   How have we achieved this? 

                         Where we are now? 

Closed Water Sterilisation  Bryden Enterprises assists hotels, guest houses and public 

sector  staff  to be safe by cleaning closed water storage systems. We also protect   

owners of commercial kitchens by helping them to fulfil their obligations in respect of 

the Health and Safety at Work Regulation 1999.  
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With disciplined experience within the  

civil Police and Royal Air Force the boss 

of Bryden Enterprises had maintained a 

methodical disciplined approach to     

Bryden  Enterprises 5 star quality and has 

taken on qualified expert staff to meet 

growing demand for the highly special-

ized restoration and quality Service. 

Not only is Bryden Enterprises fully 

equipped to mobilize within the remote 

Highlands but it is now a National Service 

provider respected throughout the entire 

industry for quality.  

   The family take to the road and 

during fundraising trips round the 

UK supported by profits from   

Bryden Enterprises the Trust is 

eventually registered and officially 

recognised as a National formal      

Registered charity. In the preceding 

20 months The Trust raises £30,000 

pounds for sick children in the UK 

with 100% of every penny raised 

 2011 During the 24 months     

following Kirsty’s death the firm  

dedicates huge amounts of time to 

support Kirsty's life work in care 

of  children with serious          

debilitating and life limiting    

illnesses. 

 July 2011 A Trust is formally set 

up and opened by member of  

parliament MSP Dave Thompson 

going directly to those kids in 

need. No admin or expenses are 

taken as these are met by Bryden 

Enterprises and sponsors. 

 

Kirstys Life time dedication to helping and inspiring children 

continues 

Military precision and dedication to customer 

service have proven to be a winner 

the latest state of the art blast 

cleaning machinery on the planet. 

 2009 Bryden Enterprises fully 

qualified International Carpet  

Inspector puts his experience to 

good use defending a client 

against rogue traders by providing 

expert witness evidence in court.   

Bryden Enterprises obtains                       

recognition for the cleaning of 

listed buildings, and exterior wood 

clad buildings. This in turn secures 

grit blast contracts in respect of 

stately homes fire and water    

damage. 

 2010  Kirsty aged 19 years old is 

suddenly tragically killed in a road 

accident with a young friend   

November passes in quiet        

reflection. 

 2011 Pulling together with all their 

strength and gritted determination 

Jan retires from her role in the 

Royal Mail and concentrates on 

taking on the running of the firm 

with John instead of her previous 

part-time role. 

 2012 The firm takes on 2 new staff 

and recruits a cabinet maker who 

has worked on many projects  

including a Royal yacht and world 

famous London shop. 

 

 

  2007 John and Jan were joined by 

their daughter Kirsty who eagerly 

took on the role as office manager 

and work partner to John often 

accompanying him on work and 

appointments across the UK.   

Kirstys presence gives John more 

time to develop the firm 

 2008 The firm had now began to 

integrate product sales and selling 

leading machinery and products 

from across the globe. 

 John extends his blast cleaning 

experience since 1990 which won 

him international acclaim winning 

the International Concourse    

Master Class for vehicle restora-

tion. The firm invests heavily in 

                         March with us through recent years 

                 Luxury yacht/ fire  

          caused extensive damage 

               Fit for Military inspection  

             thanks to our dedicated staff 

www.kirstyskids.org 



Jan Bryden began restorative cleaning 

back in her younger days just like John 

while serving in Her Majesties Royal Air 

Force. Jan's attention to detail has been of 

vital importance in maintaining 5 star 

results. 
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 2012 Johns talent and expertise in 

the restoration of ancient textiles 

and extremely valuable rugs is 

recognized as he is invited not 

once but twice to attend and    

lecture at significant global     

conferences relating to the        

specialist restoration of rugs. John 

agrees and attends Pittsburgh 

where leading world class experts 

have gathered. Not only does John 

lecture on rug restoration but he is 

invited to hold an auction for 

www.kirstyskids.org              

which raises over four thousand 

pounds. 

 2012 also sees the launch of our 

cleaning machinery hire          

department. 

 2013 keen to continue to support 

Kirsty’s work Jan & John person-

ally attend the large Children’s 

hospice in Scotland where they 

spend the week with the staff, 

doctors, nurses and work as volun-

teers restoring all the hospice 

floors from the refinishing of the 

maple engineered to the carpets 

and  specialist stone cleaning. 

They had such a fantastic time and 

working round the families and 

kids was awesome. To see so 

many happy faces. The hospice 

was so clean and tidy. The staff 

and  volunteers do an incredible 

job. It was such a joy to help out 

Being able to achieve the best results has involved finding the best equipment. This had 

involved years of research into the best most robust and effective machinery and products 

on the market.  

We now provide clients the opportunity to hire equipment and buy our leading cleaning 

products.  

We provide clients with  training and time to ensure they can operate the equipment safely.  

We rely on customer confidence and satisfaction. Clients become friends and always come 

back. Good clients require dedicated respect and quality. We don’t believe in fast bucks 

but in steadfast robust growth through quality of service and commitment to achieving the 

best results.  Brand reputation is not up for grabs. 

For all your restoration needs we can  

provide you with the right product and the 

right advice to let you achieve those   

professional wow factor results time after 

time. 

Our website is changing daily so please 

phone for any enquiry. We are competi-

tive on price but deliver our After Care 

service which other distributors cant rival. 

If your vacuum cleaner broke down  

would your supplier give you a courtesy 

machine at no cost till yours is fixed? 

International recognition for Bryden Enterprises  

of work constantly had proven that we are 

among the most specialized restorers in 

the industry. 

The ability of Bryden Enterprises to take 

on highly skilled and specialized         

restoration contracts of ancient         

monuments, grade 1 listed buildings work 

is down to a life long passion of continued 

research and development to obtaining 

new skills and industry recognized    

qualifications on every aspect of         

restoration. By securing a dedicated team 

of craftsmen to the highest level and to 

having systems in place with which to 

monitor and appraise staff on their quality 

Life long constant training and research 

Never being afraid to take responsibility and putting things right 

when mishaps occur is vital to maintaining the highest level of 

respect and customer satisfaction. 

Hire  &  Sales Departments  

John discussing fundraising at Chas   

childrens hospice during a visit. 



The Restoration Industry has a 

fundamental duty of care to get people back into the comfort of their own homes 

surrounded by their own personal possessions. Our After Care fire and water damage 

department performs this task with utmost respect and integrity.  

Each job is a new adventure, we meet new friends, clients become 

friends and we get that satisfied feeling of having made a real   

difference. Each member of the team is equally important and  

dedicated.  

We get to travel a lot. Here are 2 fully equipped drying units on 

route to a water damaged property on a remote Scottish island.. 

If it’s a property that’s been damaged 

we can rebuild it. Regardless of fire 

flood water or storm damage. 

If its dirty we can clean it. 

If its become rusty we can restore and 

refinish it. 

If the roof blows off in a storm we 

can rebuild it. 

If you have a hard floor we can     

restore and  refinish it. 

If you need advice on cleaning we 

can give it.  

If you need help with an insurance 

claim we can help you settle quickly 

and get you the best deal. 

If you need a machine to clean we 

can sell you one, rent you one or come 

and do the job for you. 

If you have special rugs or silks we will 

take care of them. 

If you need help to restore your        

commercial kitchen and get a certificate 

for insurance we can do that too. 

If you need to combat and protect from 

legionella we clean and sterilise your 

cold closed storage systems too. 

If you need to restore your leather we 

can re-colour that too.  

If you need to remove the graffiti from 

your property no matter what it is we 

can do that too.  

If its wet we can dry it - from a factory, 

Bryden Enterprises 

Cleaning The Nation 

Phone:01687470404 

Mobile 07717183159 

E-mail: 

info@brydenenterprises.co.uk 

Bryden Enterprises 

Craiglea 

Lochailort 

Highland 

PH384LZ 

Bryden Enterprises 

www.brydenenterprises.co.uk 

We are the most comprehensive restoration service in the 

UK and have over 30 years experience in restoration and 

refinishing. We are dedicated to being competitive. 

The firm is managed by retired service personnel who 

have  completed service in both the Royal Air Force and        

Civilian Police. 

 We are committed to providing the best possible result 

and treating every client with dignity, respect and         

commitment to complete the work only when everyone is          

completely satisfied. 

Service with skill and integrity 

 a castle or a wee but an ben. 

If you need to have your boat cleaned 

we do that too - inside and out.  

If its stone polishing no problem.   

  With one phone call                      

Bryden Enterprises can take control          

make things safe and look after you 

till you are back in the comfort of 

your property from start to finish.   

 Bryden Enterprises Suppliers to 

the trade. 


